KSMF-HF SERIES PANELS

VERTICAL PANEL INSTALLATION

CI-DS-01-KSMF-HF    C & I DISCLAIMER
CI-PP-01-KSMF-HF    PANEL PROFILES
CI-PP-02-KSMF-HF    PANEL PROFILES
CI-MB-01-KSMF-HF    MARRIAGE BEAD ISOMETRIC
CI-PJ-01-KSMF-HF    EXPANDED PANEL JOINT
CI-PJ-02-KSMF-HF    ENGAGED PANEL JOINT
CI-PJ-03-KSMF-HF    INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT
CI-FP-01-KSMF-HF    FASTENING PATTERNS (IF REQUIRED)
CI-BS-01-KSMF-HF    FLUSH BASE AT JOINT
CI-BS-02-KSMF-HF    FLUSH BASE MID PANEL
CI-BS-03-KSMF-HF    OVERHANG WITH BASE SUPPORT AT JOINT
CI-BS-04-KSMF-HF    OVERHANG WITH BASE SUPPORT MID PANEL
CI-OC-01-KSMF-HF    OUTSIDE CORNER WITH PROFILED TRIM
CI-OC-02-KSMF-HF    OUTSIDE CORNER WITH FLAT TRIM
CI-IC-01-KSMF-HF    INSIDE CORNER WITH PROFILED TRIM
CI-IC-02-KSMF-HF    INSIDE CORNER WITH FLAT TRIM
CI-IP-01-KSMF-HF    BASE DETAIL - INTERIOR PARTITION
CI-IP-02-KSMF-HF    INTERIOR PARTITION TO ROOF
CI-FO-01-KSMF-HF    F.O. HEAD WITH DRAIN EDGE AT JOINT
CI-FO-02-KSMF-HF    F.O. HEAD WITH DRAIN EDGE MID PANEL
CI-FO-03-KSMF-HF    F.O. TWO PIECE JAMB
CI-FO-04-KSMF-HF    F.O. ONE PIECE JAMB
CI-FO-05-KSMF-HF    F.O. ONE PIECE SILL AT JOINT
CI-FO-06-KSMF-HF    F.O. ONE PIECE SILL MID PANEL